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 INTRODUCTION 
  There are meanings of innumerable zero words that have not become 
signs yet, but can be identified as signs in the future, in our language 
space. Moreover, we usually are not aware of anything beyond our 
present perceptions. However, once we start to learn a foreign lan-
guage, if we don't understand the meanings of particular words, we 
have to keep making exceptions for them. As a result, our learning 
will be hedged around with intricate restrictions of the language and 
to a deadlock. On the other hand, if we can become aware of the 
meanings of these zero words, we can come to feel strong affinities 
toward the language and our learning can be activated again. 
 THE ARTICLES IN ENGLISH 
  Although most of the modern European languages have articles, 
Japanese has no articles like the Altaic, Baltic and Slavic languages. 
However, the old European languages uch as Sanskrit and Latin did 
not identify articles as an established as a part of  speech(0). It may 
be said that English was likely to be a no-article language at first, 
and that the article system in modern English, was the result of being 
affected by Greek from which diverged the demonstratives uch as 
that and one. 
 The definite articles such as se(male), J et(neutral), and seo(female) 
were used in old English, in order to show the common knowledge 
between speakers and listeners. On the other hand, the demonstratives 
such as pes(male), )is(neutral), and })eos(female) were employed to
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show things by one's side. But the definite articles were gradually 
unified into  pe  (=  the), lat(= that) and came to be divided from pis 
(= this) in the thirteenth century. 
Eg. se stan (= the stone), )aet wif (= that wife), sea* hand (= the hand) 
 On the other hand, indefinite articles did not develop in Old English, 
sum (= some, a certain) was used to stand for indefinite meanings. In 
addition, the numeral an (=one) became weakened from the end of 
the thirteenth century, and was replaced with "sun" and turned into 
what we call the indefinite article. Thereafter it was often dropped 
in front of nominals except for the words that begin with vocal sounds 
or the h-form. As a result, it produced two forms in current English(2). 
 By the way, since the Meiji Restoration(viz. in 1868) most books, 
on English Grammar in Japan have dichotomously classified the article 
system into definite and indefinite articles, but have not referred to 
the zero article. For instance. H. Saito (1866-1929) regards the cases 
of NP without articles as omission(3). Most other scholars in this 
country just refer to it as `no article'. However, such expressions 
cannot help but cause confusion for the learner when relating to the 
case of the NP without articles in Japanese. While all Western gram-
marians such as Bloomfield(4), Jespersen(5), and Christophersen(6) 
refer to the zero article, they classify the article system into three 
ways. That is, there is a world of discrepancy in interpretation between 
the opinion that there is no article and the opinion that there is a 
zero article before NP. It is no exaggeration to say that these claims 
resulted in the classification as a matter of form. To clarify the learn-
ing of language, this matter must not be left as just a difference in 
expression. 
 THE CONCEPT OF ZERO 
  Almost all Japanese tend to regard nil and zero as one and the same. 
That is the idea generally accepted in Japan. However, zero is never 
the same as nil (or nothing). Though the contrary concept of nil is
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ens (or being), zero is a concept beyond the contrast between nil and 
ens. That is, ens multiplied by nil is nil, however, nil multiplied by 
nil, namely the contradiction of nil, is ens. Moreover, while ens 
multiplied by nil twice, returns to ens, zero multiplied by any number 
still stays zero. On the other hand, any number divided by zero 
becomes an infinite number. 
 In ancient India, they regard zero as a part of ens(7). It is said 
that there are as many as ten kinds of words corresponding to zero 
such as  sunya (emptiness), akasha (voidness), spot, atmosphere or 
space, in Rigveda of Brahmanism and Upanisad of Hindi(8). In the 
philosophy of Upanisad they regard ens as Brahman (k), the ultimate 
principle of the universe, and identify it with Atman (a), the ulti-
mate principle of an individual. Moreover, they view the place where 
Brahman and Atman dwell as the sunya, and all things in nature 
come from there, and return there. This concept of ` sunya' in Hindu-
ism was passed on to Buddhism, and the concept of `space' developed 
there. 
 Shakyamuni, the founder of Buddhism viewed that all things in the 
world really depend upon the'pratityasamutpada' (luck) (9). It is the 
concept that all things in nature do not exist without restraint. Fur-
thermore they are confronted or influenced by each other through 
some relation (viz. cause and occasion), All things in the universe 
are derived from this concept of luck. Therefore when the principle 
is dissolved, all traces of the whole creation would be gone and result 
in a death-like condition. This is nothing less than 'space'. 
 However, on the other hand, the space is also a vessel from which 
all nature derives based on the rule called `engi' (luck). Zen Buddhism 
(Dhyana), which Bodhi-darma founded in China in the 
sixth century, is a methodology which taking off the stiffness of views 
based on our common sense, by means of a loan' (a catechistical 
question for meditation), let us become aware that all nature in the 
universe is `space' . According to Daisetsu Suzuki (1870-1966), the
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essence of Zen is to release our ego from all kinds of  bondage(10). It 
is the innate ego that has nothing to do with all things. It is this 
`space' which is equal to zero. However, the ego that turned into 
zero does not mean `a complete blank', far from that, it is infinite 
because it embraces all things in the world. Zero connotes the space 
as well as infiniteness. D. Suzuki has mastered the essence of zero by 
means of Zen meditation.
 THE MEANING OF ZERO SIGN 
 The first among scholars who recognized the importance of zero 
sign in Europe was Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) in Switzerland(l1). 
Saussure has also first introduced into modern linguistics the idea that 
`signs including language is the system of opposition or difference.' 
For instance, the difference in o and e between tooth and teeth creates 
an opposition between these words, and produces the difference of the 
meaning in singular and plural forms. In addition, even in the syno-
nyms such as `laugh', ` insult', and `smile', the differences among 
those ideas contrast with each other in the meaning. The definition 
by Saussure, in other words, is equivalent o saying that the world of 
language is constructed according to the rule of 'engi' (luck). It is 
because, as mentioned above, an isolated word can make no sense. It 
is the chains of relationships and oppositions that compose the language 
universe. If you dissolve this chain of words one by one, those words 
without partners would lose their meanings and disappear at once. As 
a result, a lucid ` space' would remain there at the end. However, 
this does not mean a simple ` nil' (empty). It is a process that the 
fertile world of meaning opens whenever the oppositions and relation-
ships are reestablished. 
 RomanJacobson named the situation coexisting with opposition in 
one word as `zero sign' (12). For instance, ` brother' refers to male, 
and 'sister' refers to female. Likewise, there are opposition words such 
as goddess to god, cow to ox, and mare to horse. Morever, the opposite
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 ideas of  ` male' and 'female' exist together behind the words such as `man' (mankind), `student', 'teacher', ` president', 'manager', 'clerk', 
 and words of this nature. The zero sign* is also the opposition of 
 concrete and abstract signs and as such. is different from nil (empty) 
 which means having nothing at all. That is to say, if we say `no 
 article' in English sentences, it does not make any sense at all. On 
 the other hand, when we say `zero article', it can suggest meaning 
 such as generalization or abstraction triggered by the image of all 
 things in the universe, and infiniteness. 
  Recognition of this concept brings to light the reason why definite 
or indefinite articles are not attached to idiomatic phrases and proper 
nouns in English in general and the difference in nuance between the 
case of plural NP subsequent to a definite article and that of plural 
NP subsequent to a zero article. It is a matter of course that there 
are some cases of proper nouns with definite or indefinite articles. 
For example, we have the cases such as the Ginza, the Alps, the 
Hague, the Vatican, The Times or an Edison, He is a Brown, a 
new Hemingway and so forth. These are the cases that attach some 
particular meaning to proper noun or exceptional cases. Generally a 
proper noun has zero articles. 
  Articles in English owe their origin to the adjectives
, they have 
the function that attaches some definition to the meaning of the 
following NP. In other words, the reason why proper nouns have 
articles in general is that they have no need to be differentiated from 
other nouns. They already have meaning all of their own. On the 
other hand, while even common nouns have articles in the idiomat-
ic phrases in English, this is the result of the other side of zero, 
namely, the functions such as infiniteness, generalization, and abstrac-
tion that have come to the front. In addition, the same holds true 
for cb in front of an NP indicating the Generic sense. That is, when 
we say "Cats are gentle animals." we have the image of every cat 
throughout the world in our mind. As it is mentioned above, cb is
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quitedifferentfromnilinrespectthatitconveystwodi鉦erentaspects
ofspaceandin丘niteness.Allthingsintheuniversecomefromφ,and
withoutourrealizingittheyalwaysbacktoφ.TheEnd
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